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THE HIGHLAND & WESTERN ISLES
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Shop, 14A Church Street,
Inverness, M lEA

06108114742517

For the Appellants

For the Respondent

Benny Karoci-Hadar

Assessor
Represented by

Brian Gill, Advocate

The Appellant is the owner of the cafe business operated from the Appeal Subjects.
He has been in occupation of the subjects since

I

August 2013. They appeared on the

Rol| at the Rateable Value of f,20,000. The Appellant proposed an alternative
valuation of f 15,000.

This was a material change of circumstances appeal. The subjects are situated within

the Old Town of Inverness on a pedestrianized part of Church Street on its corner

with Baron Taylor's Street. Across Church Street from the Appeal Subjects

there

was, until around Christmas 2013, a Department Store known as McEwan's which
closed

then. Those

subjects remain unoccupied. The closure

of that store,

the

Appellant maintained, had resulted in a significant reduction in the footfall in his cafe
business. As a result, the business was "struggling". The Appellant was unwilling to
advise the Committee of the extent of the effect of the reduction

in footfall on the

of
terms or expressed as a percentage
profitability of his business either in real
previous profi tabilitY.
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the committee to dismiss the Appeal
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of the (then) Lord Justice Clark in the case
In particular he referred to the comments
of Assessor for Glasgow

-v, Schuh Ltd at paragraph
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